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What is Nanotechnology ?

One definition: 

Engineering of materials and devices at scales that 

allow access to new length-dependent phenomena 

In reality: 

A collection of research areas with a common, 

unifying theme: 

The control of matter and structures at the 

nanometer scale 

The objective of this class: 

To provide a broad and wide-ranging overview of 

such fields





Macro world





60~120m



SEM image of a grain 

of sand

It is infinite in the 
tiny world!



http://www.naturalpro.net/plg/plog-content/images/facts/dust-mites/dust_mites_pin.jpg


Bug in human head

Bug in dog

SEM images of insects 

zoom in with 1 million times

mosquito





Contents of Nanotechnology

I. Nanofabrication and Characterization 

II. Nanomaterials and Nanostructures 

III.Nanoscale and Molecular Electronics

IV. Nanotechnology in Integrative System

V. Nanoscale Optoelectronics

VI. Nanobiotechnology (time permitting)

VII. Nano-electronic-mechanical system (NEMS)



I. Nanofabrication/Characterization

Nanophotolithography Self-Assembly Probe Microscopy

Will provide an overview of 
technologies that enable nanoscale 
research 



Laser sterolithography

E-beam lithography

Atomic force 

microscope



ant

Micro-gear

microsurgery 

tool

Dragon pattern milled on human hair with 

diameter of 60 micron by FIB technology

Gear with 26.71m

pitch diameter





II. Nanomaterials and Nanostructures

Will provide an overview of 
nanomaterials and nanoscale 
synthesis techniques

Quantum DotsFullerenes and Nanotubes



Carbon nanotube-based 

nanoelectronic circuits

Carbon nanotube-based 

nanoprobe

Nanotube movies





III. Nanoscale Molecular Electronics

Challenges in electronic devices 

Sustained need of smaller and faster 
electronics may require revolutionary 
approaches to device manufacturing 

Molecular ElectronicsSingle-Electron SystemsNanoscale CMOS



IV. Nanotechnology in Integrative Systems

Challenges in microsystems

- complex architectures 
- reduction of system size 
- lower power consumption 
- requires new "success" stories 

Introduction to MEMS Micromechanical SensorsNanoelectromechanical 
Systems（NEMS）



Application of micro-

accelerator：

Safety air bag 

in automobile



This micro-instrument was made from silicon. Each of its strings measures 

about 50 nanometres, while the thickness is 100 atoms. Despite its tiny size, it 

was manufactured using the top-down technique. Physicists at Cornell 

University (New York) have used a laser beam to pluck the strings of the 

smallest guitar in the world and managed to produce a particularly high-pitched 

sound of 40 million Hertz.



V. Nanoscale Optoelectronics

Challenges in optoelectronics 

- device efficiency 
- device tunability 
- device integration 
- novel materials for new applications 

Quantum devices Organic Assemblies Photonic Crystals





iPhone7概念机视频_完爆之前任何一款手机.mp4


基于石墨烯材料的柔性显示屏



Huawei foldable 

cellphone

Price：17500RMB



Li-Fi technique





Optical tweezers

Movies



VI. Nanobiotechnology

Challenges in biotechnology 

- understanding of natural nanosystems 

- replication of nanosystems for novel device design

Biomimetic Nanostructures NanofluidicsMolecular Motors

../Lecture-亚波长光学/ATP%20Synthesis.flv
../Lecture-亚波长光学/DNA-Transistor-Animation.wmv


Dragon pattern milled on human hair with diameter of 60 m by FIB technology



Macro？Micro？
Relativity！
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VII. Nano-electronic-mechanical system (NEMS)





Powering nano-robotics





Nanorobots can be 

injected into human body 

by this way!!



http://i.zdnet.com/blogs/nanorobot.jpg


Cell Repair By Medical Nanorobots





Nanorobots for drug delivery? 



http://www.sciencephoto.com/images/download_wm_image.html/T395199-Medical_nanorobots-SPL.jpg?id=843950199






Nanorobots with pollen 





Nanorobots may treat conditions like 

arteriosclerosis by physically chipping away 

the plaque along artery walls.



Tiny nanorobots the size of cells are programmed to travel through the 

bloodstream, finding and repairing defects in the body’s organs and tissues. 







A Robot So 

Tiny it Can 

Alter DNA Code





Stem cell utilization: regenereation

Reproductive cloning technique using stem cell





Future technology



Body market 



Fresh fruit



Biochip



Nano-optics













Any special with negative refraction?



Metamaterials for invisible effect



The Lycurgus Cup (glass; British 

Museum; 4th century A. D.)  

When illuminated from outside, it appears green. However, when

illuminated from within the cup, it glows red. Red color is due to very

small amounts of gold powder (about 40 parts per million).



宏观？微观？
相对而言！






